Introduction
The notions of a computable set and a computable function are introduced in [l] .
The notions of an aggregable set and a basis of an aggregable set are introduced in this paper analogously to [2j. The aim of this paper is to evolve a theory of bases of aggregable sets.
1. Aggregable sets Let £ = (T,é, 6, X, Y, Z) be such a system which is introduced in [1] . By we denote the set of all computable functions f : T * X Y. Definition 1.1.
Functions f ,g e. are said to be commonly computable (in symbols f~g) if there exists a computable set F c such that f,ge.F. Corollary 1.1. The relation ~ is reflexive and symmetric in ^ . Definition 1.2. The set F £ S^ is called aggregable iff the relation ~ is transitive in P and the set F is »-closed (see [1] If f = g ana g = h, then there exists a,b,c,deT such that f & = g^ and g fi = h^. Let bée and 6(b) = /3, 6(c) (see [1] ). Let e = /3 (c) and 6(e) =7. If f = g b , then (f a ) e = (g^) g = g » /3 « q = = g 0 f = g c > thus f a -= g c , where f^ = (f a ) e -So, if g c = h^, then f a -= h^, whence f ? h. The relation = is transitive in If cib, then the proof is analogical.
Corollary 2.1. The relation = is an equivalence relation in any aggregable set. Theorem 2.2. FOr any aggregable set F anu for any f ,g e F, if f = g, then f~g.
Proof. Theorem 2.4. Any aggregable set and any computable set can be represented as a sum of *-connected computable sets.
Theorem 2.5. Let F be an aggregable set, G£F and f e G. The set G is computable ¡and * -connected iff G* = G and {f }*£ G £ [f] Proof. The proof is analogical to the proof of Theorem 6 in [2].
Corollary 2.3. For any aggregable set F and for any function f eF the set {f}* is the minimal set, and the set [f] is the maximal set of all computable and »-connected sets G such that G Q F and f e. G.
3« Basis of aggregable set Deffinition 3«1» A set G is called a basis of an aggregable set F iff F = U [f]
and Let F/# be the quotient space of the equivalence relation = .
Theorem 3.1. Let F be an aggregable set and GSF. The set G is a basis of F iff it has exactly one element in common with every set [f] e F'/' . Definition. 4.3. Let G^ ,G2 e. G^ . We define a relation< in G-p/., as follows (4.1) (G1 < G2) (G* £ G*).
Theorem 4.1. For any aggregable set F the relation < is irreflexive and transitive in Gj,/^.
Proof. If G1 ,G2 £ Gj,/^ and G^ < G2, then G* £ G2 and
, Gj e Gp4 , G^ < &2 and G2<GJ, then g!J £ G2 and £ G^, hence G^ s G*.
So we have G,j < Gy Corollary 4.2. For any 'aggregable set F the relation defined as follows
is a partial order relation in Proof.
It is enough to demonstrate that for any g t f/ a , g<f. Because g e f , thus g e.{f } , hence { g }* £. { f }* and g<f. Theorem 5.5. Let F be an aggregable set and f e. 
